
THAT CONTINUES

THIAT: Always the same cats, the same dogs,

Same goes, same comes,

The same case, same ending,

Same cinemas, same schemas.

Always the same electoral promises, same selling littoral.

The country is really in chaos.

Only two years and we're already fed up.

How come someone who is not apt for local authorities

Can manage Senegal?

A so-called Presi,

Gorgui's apprentice!

It looks like it is the old men who were with Senghor who 

manage the country?

Or is it the lady?

Social-climbing in the power

Who hardly arrive have failed in their duty.

A lazy government

Which has no vision.

A permanent waste, and no solutions.

Go away!

Where is the civil society which was accomodated to the 

palace?

The electoral cattle which is transhumant?

The endless battles, there is no break.

Until now we have cuts of electricity and water.

No change, the country is always stagnated at the same level,

No medical care, the education is unstable.

The graduates are unemployed.

When the seriousness?

REFRAIN: Always the same monotonous and morose life. 

How to take us out of this situation?

They have lobbies, they do not stop to steal our properties.

And they do not hesitate to condemn the one who dares to 

denounce them.
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KILIFEU: We are all in the same situation,

Nobody is saved.

We all have the same problems,

And we are all in disarray.

 Senegal is in a chaotic situation, 

Everybody cries it out.

People do not stop complaining

Because we are all in a critical situation.

Certainly nothing is easy,

But we do not stop trying to take us out of it.

Work and stop deceiving us,

Try to take the country out of this situation

Rather than to make it sink.

The leaders hang on to the power

In spite of the opposition of the populations.

Acts are better than word,

We are conscious that Dakar is not Paris

But such has to be our bet.

They are all the same, no difference.

Only broken promises.

We are fed up of your manias,

We really need change.
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How to take us out of this situation?
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